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The scientific meeting “Data, metadata in corpora and object cataloguing in humanities and social 
sciences” (June 6

th
-7

th
, 2016, MSHS, Poitiers) will be about current issues regarding corpus, from 

creation to publication. 
The submission will be done online after registering on the website  

- http://mshs-corpus2016.sciencesconf.org/  
 
Authors will submit their abstract between 22th March 20116 and 22th April 2016  
 
Authors will choose the presentation format: three options are possible:  

- Oral presentation (20 min) 
- Poster presentation.  
- They also can let the scientific committee choose. 

 
Photographs, diagrams, formulas or tables cannot be accepted as part of an abstract. The maximum 
abstract length is 1500 characters (with spaces counted). The abstract must be copied and pasted 
directly in the field proposed in the website. This abstract should not mention the authors. It should not 
be uploaded as an attached file or by any other way.  
 
No more than 3 bibliographical references should be mentioned. References will not be part of the 
1500 characters of the submission; they will be recorded in a file (.doc or.rtf). This file will also contain 
the title of the communication, without mentioning the authors because the abstracts will be 
anonymously evaluated 
 
Keywords (max = 5) should be defined at submission 
 
The presentation will be linked to a main topic in the suggested list. 
 
In the comment field, the authors will precise the two following information: 

- Professional status of each author (e.g., researcher, doctorant, engineer, postdoc, ….) 
- The field about the N° of CNU or CNRS section has not to be filled by authors who are not 
French 

 
Important: When submission is completed, a confirmation e-mail will be sent to the author. If this e-
mail is not received within 24 hours after the submission, the author should inform the organizers, by 
using one of the two following addresses: 

- mshs-corpus2016@scienceconf.org 
- mshs-corpus2016@univ-poitiers.fr  

 


